I. INTRODUCTION
The Gauss quadrature can be viewed as optimal discrete interpolation of integration measure, an application of the Gauss quadrature to a function can be viewed as a Riemann integral sum. In [1] a new type of quadrature, producing Lebesgue integral, was introduced and applied to the problem of optimal discretization of random process. In this paper a new application is developed. Assume one has two random processes f (x) and g(x). An application of the Lebesgue quadrature to each of them give a set of (eigenvalue, eigenvector) pairs for f and g. Projecting f -and g-eigenvectors on each other allows an estimator of joint (f, g) distribution to be obtained: f and g to have n levels each (equal to their Lebesgue quadrature value-nodes f i and g i ), the projections of eigenvectors define joint probability
, the most general form of which is a density-matrix correlation. The examples of the density-matrix correlation can be, introduced in [2] , the value-correlation V f i ;g j , similar to the regular correlation concept, and a new one, the probability-correlation
II. JOINT DISTRIBUTION ESTIMATION
In the work [1] the concept of the Lebesgue integral quadrature was introduced and optimal estimator of random process f (x) distribution was obtained by solving generalized eigenvalue problem 1 :
The value-nodes and the weights of the Lebesgue integral quadrature:
1 An important feature of the approach is its applicability [3, 4] to the signals with spikes, fat tails, infinite
., because eigenvalue problem (1) is stable and well defined for such f (x) and g(x).
The approach cannot be applied to the processes with infinite f or g as this lead to infinite
is optimal n-point discrete distribution, producing Lebesgue integral df relatively the measure dµ (if f (x) = x then f i and w f i are the nodes and the weights of Gaussian quadrature, optimal Riemann integral sum). The weights w f i of the Lebesgue integral quadrature is the measure of f ≈ f i sets. Now assume one has two random processes f (x) and g(x) and want to obtain not only f -and g-distributions (from the Lebesgue integral quadrature), but also to obtain the measure of (f ≈ f i ) ∩ (g ≈ g j ) sets, the joint distribution of (f, g).
As we emphasized in [1] any quadrature is defined by n (eigenvalue, eigenvector) pairs
. One can solve (1) with g(x) (instead of f (x)) and obtain one more set of n pairs (λ
Because right hand side of (1) is the same for f (x) and g(x), the eigenvectors for f and g can be projected to each other as:
Consider total measure dµ, taking into account 1 =
n−1 i,j=0
When f = g then the matrix V f i ;g j is diagonal, the diagonal elements are equal to the Lebesgue integral quadrature weights (4). In general case (6) matrix elements can be considered as Lebesgue measure of (f ≈ f i ) ∩ (g ≈ g j ) sets, this matrix is related to joint distribution matrix of (f, g) relatively the measure dµ. However, in contrast with the Lebesgue integral quadrature weights w f i and w g i , the V f i ;g j elements are not always positive, but are still useful for (f, g) joint probability estimation, obtained joint distribution matrix is correct "on average": (8) and (9).
One more matrix P ij can be introduced:
The P f i ;g j matrix is always positive but is normalized to eigenvalues number n, not to the total measure 1 as V f i ;g j (7).
The V f i ;g j and P f i ;g j joint distributions matrices are a generalization of value-correlation and probability-correlation concepts introduced in Ref. [2] for n = 2 case. For n = 2 the (P f 0 ;g 0 + P f 1 ;g 1 − P f 0 ;g 1 − P f 1 ;g 0 ) 2 is exactly the ρ(f, g) of Ref.
[2] Appendix C, P f i ;g j has the meaning of probability of probability for f = f i and g = g i ; V f i ;g j has the meaning of probability (measure) for f = f i and g = g i and normalizing (7), it is different from
Appendix B, only in basis choice. These two correlation concepts are special case of the density matrix correlation concept.
A. Density Matrix Correlation
Obtained (6) and (10) joint probability estimators can be generalized as
where ρ is a "density matrix" operator, f and g averaging operation is now Spur ρ|f and Spur ρ|g , the normalizing is (13). The ρ = |1 1| give regular average and valuecorrelation (6) answer, the ρ = 1 give the number of eigenvalues as average and probability-correlation (10) answer. For a given polynomial P (x) of 2n − 2 degree, density matrix ρ operator can be constructed according to Ref. [1] Appendix A algorithm, where, for a given polynomial, an operator ρ has been obtained, such that:
with λ [i] ; ψ [i] (x) the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of ρ . In general case the sign of (12) matrix elements, same as for (6), is not always positive what allows only "on average" interpretation. One may consider a different type of answer:
where the density matrix is used in both terms in (12). For ρ = |1 1| the weight of
is equal to the product of Lebesgue quadrature weights for f and g 5 quadratures:
with (18) normalizing. The (17) is "uncorrelated" answer, where the probability of joint (f, g) distribution is equal to the product of individual distributions. Such "uncorrelated"
answers always arise for pure states, the states with the density matrix in ρ = |ψ ψ| form.
In general case, such as (14), obtained joint distribution do not factorize, and correlation with (16) matrix can serve as an estimation of state pureness.
III. NUMERICAL ESTIMATION
Numerical estimation is not much different from the Lebesgue integral quadrature calculation in Ref. [1] . With a good choice for Q k (x) basis the problem can be efficiently solved [5, 6] for a very large n. Once the Q m , f Q m , and gQ m moments are obtained
can be calculated using basis functions multiplication operator, and eigenvalue problem (1) can be solved using e.g. generalized eigenvalue problem subroutines from Lapack [7] . In practical application it is better to solve generalized eigenvalue problem for f (x) first, ob- application to sampled data. Given (x l , ω l , f l , g l ) ; l = 1 . . . M the matrices 
IV. CONCLUSION
Obtained in Ref. [1] a new class of quadratures, the Lebesgue quadrature, can be applied not only to optimal discretization of a random process by n-point discrete Lebesgue measure, but also to a numerical estimation of joint distribution of (f (x), g(x)). The most general form is density matrix corelation. Introduced in Ref. [2] Appendix B, value-correlation (6) and probability-correlation (10) are the special case of density matrix corelation. The software is available under the GPLv3 license.
